
ABOUT “BEHANCE”

PROBLEM & SOLUTION

SWOT DIAGRAM 

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS

 Behance has a global reach, enabling users to 
connect with professionals and potential clients 
from around the world. This broadens 
opportunities for exposure and collaboration

 Behance is integrated with Adobe Creative 
Cloud, making it easy for Adobe software users 
to seamlessly share their work on the platform. 
This integration enhances its appeal to a 
significant user base

 The platform's clean and visually appealing 
design showcases creative projects effectively, 
enhancing the user experience for both creators 
and visitors

 Behance encourages community engagement 
through features like comments, appreciations, 
and discussions, fostering a sense of belonging 
and interaction among users

 Behance offers user-friendly tools for creating 
and customizing portfolios. It allows users to 
showcase their work effectively, making it an 
attractive platform for creative professionals.

 The global reach of Behance means there's a 
substantial amount of content being shared. This 
can result in intense competition for exposure, 
making it challenging for new or lesser-known 
artists to gain visibility.

 While the integration with Adobe Creative Cloud 
is a strength, it can also be seen as a weakness 
for users who do not use Adobe software.

 Although Behance is accessible on mobile 
devices, its mobile experience may not be as 
seamless or feature-rich as its desktop 
counterpart. It may discourage mobile users and 
limit their engagement

 While Behance allows artists to showcase their 
work, it doesn't have the necessary features on 
the assets page for selling art or products 
directly

 Behance's lack of accessibility in the creative 
business makes it less useful than platforms like 
LinkedIn for locating full-time jobs or 
opportunities for freelancing.

 The growth of remote work and collaborative 
projects presents an opportunity for Behance to 
position itself as a platform for creative 
professionals to connect and collaborate online, 
making it even more relevant in the digital 
workspace

 Ongoing technological advancements, such as 
virtual reality (VR), can be used by Behance to 
enhance the way creative work is showcased and 
experienced on the platform

 Behance can adapt its platform to showcase new 
design styles, techniques, and formats to stay 
up-to-date with industry trends

 Behance can expand its role in creative education 
by offering more tutorials, courses, and 
resources to help users develop their skills

 Behance can align with the growing focus on 
sustainability and can involve promoting eco-
friendly design practices and supporting projects 
with a positive societal influence.

 Behance's integration with Adobe Creative Cloud 
is a strength, but it also creates a dependency on 
Adobe's ecosystem. If Adobe's strategies or 
products change, it could affect Behance's 
functionality.

 Regulatory changes related to user data privacy, 
content moderation, or intellectual property 
rights can have a significant impact on online 
platforms like Behance

 During economic downturns, organizations may 
reduce budgets for marketing and creative 
projects, potentially leading to decreased 
demand for creative services offered on 
Behance

 Increased competition may lead to a decline in 
user engagement and retention on Behance if 
users perceive other platforms as offering better 
opportunities or features

 Unexpected global events, such as natural 
disasters or pandemics, can disrupt operations 
and impact user engagement. 

SWOT ANALYSIS

By- Yachi Patel 

 Home Page:
 Problem: Behance lacks a dedicated home page, which is essential as a 

starting point for users to explore and engage with content
 Solution: Created a dedicated home page featuring a navigation bar, a 

prominent Browse button for trending or recent projects in a modular grid, 
and additional buttons for watching videos and following content. Included 
a search option for targeted exploration. The home page provides a 
central hub for users to discover, comment on, save, like, and interact with 
new content.

 About Me Page:
 Problem: The "Create a Project" feature is not efficient for designers with 

multiple skills. The hover-over details on projects presented on the About 
Me page lack essential information like the number of comments.

 Solution: Added a feature called the "Create a Skills" feature to support 
multiple skills and create folders based on user skills. Improve the hover-
over functionality to display comprehensive details, including comments, 
likes, and visibility numbers. This provides a more holistic view of the 
user's portfolio

 Job Page:
 Problem: The Job page lacks distinct buttons for full-time and freelance 

positions, and there is a lack of easy access to detailed job information
 Solution: Introduced separate buttons for full-time and freelance positions 

to streamline the user's job search. I enhanced the job details section with 
visual elements by adding office images and different icons to make it 
more attractive and informative. Implemented a robust search option with 
filters for location and job type to improve user navigation. Included 
comprehensive job listings with detailed information, company 
descriptions, and application deadlines for transparency and informed 
decision-making

 Assets Page
 Problem: Users might face difficulty on the Assets page due to the 

absence of a cart, returns, or orders button
 Solution: Integrated a user-friendly cart system and clearly visible buttons 

for returns and order tracking. This ensures a smoother user experience 
by allowing users to manage their assets efficiently. Additionally, it 
provides clear instructions and guidelines for the return process

 Discover Page
 Problem: The search page redirects to another page, creating a disjointed 

experience for users
 Solution: Optimize the search page so users don't go to another page, 

including filters on the search bar for likes and visibility. This ensures a 
seamless and consolidated experience for users searching for content. It 
avoids unnecessary redirects to maintain user engagement and provides 
an efficient platform for content discovery.

Behance is a social media platform owned by Adobe that focuses on 
showcasing and discovering creative work. It was founded in November 
2005 by Matias Corea and Scott Belsky and acquired by Adobe in 
December 2012. Behance provides a platform for artists, designers, 
photographers, and other creative professionals to showcase their 
portfolios, projects, and creative endeavors. On Behance, users can 
create profiles to display their work, follow other creatives, and explore a 
diverse range of projects across various fields. It serves as a space for 
professionals to connect, collaborate, and find inspiration. The platform 
also features job listings and freelancing opportunities, allowing users to 
discover and apply for creative jobs.

The collection of unique images serves as an example of Behance users. The range and innovation of the 
artwork uploaded on the moodboard are reflected in the vibrant colors and creative designs. The lifestyle 
pictures of people working or having different attitudes illustrate the level of comfort and dependability 
users can expect from Behance. Users have the freedom to experiment with their particular style due to 
the dynamic forms and textures. Clean designs and clean grids contrast this expressiveness with some 
order, highlighting Behance's function in organizing and promoting users' skills. Overall, while preserving 
an artistic sensibility, this moodboard captures the spirit and uniqueness of Behance community members. 
Together, the images convey a story of creativity, self-expression, and possibilities. This inspirational 
narrative will get users excited about the designs and trendsetting community Behance provides. I am 
confident this artistic sign authentically reflects the brand's identity while engaging its core audience.

USER PERSONA

Open the website

Close the website

Behance system verifies 
Rutvik’s credentials and 
grants him access.

Behance system allows 
Rutvik’s to create his 
project.

Behance updates 
Ruvik's profile with his 
HD images.

Behance updates 
Ruvik's profile with his 
graphic design projects.

Rutvik successfully 
completes all his tasks 
and enjoys using 
Behance.

Behance system allows 
Rutvik’s to create his 
skills.

Rutvik logs in to his 
Behance account

Rutvik navigates to 
his profile page.

Rutvik clicks on the 
"Create New 
Project" button.

Rutvik clicks on the 
"Create New Skills" 
button.

Rutvik starts to 
upload his graphic 
design project.

Rutvik starts to 
upload his 
photography. 

Are the 
uploaded 
images of high 
resolution?

YES

YES

NO

System Actions

User’s Actions

User’s Decisions

Task Outputs

NO

Rutvik satisfactorily 
uploads his graphic 
design projects.Rutvik can’t 

upload his 
high-resolution 
images and 
needs to 
compress his 
images, which 
can create 
unclarity.

Rutvik can’t upload all 
his skills and gets 
frustrated.

Can you add 
more than one 
skill?

Rutvik satisfactorily 
uploads his high 
resolution images.

Rutvik happily adds his 
photography and 
graphic designers skills.

Behance system allows 
Rutvik’s to adds his 
both skills.
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FRONT

BACK

BUSINESS CARD

Monochromatic harmony
 Dark blue: RGB(18, 32, 47) #121E2
 Blue: RGB(30, 87, 153) #1E579
 Light blue: RGB(41, 128, 185) #2980B
 Lighter blue: RGB(52, 152, 219) #3498D
 Lightest blue: RGB(69, 179, 255) #45B3FF

Primary Color: Blue #1E5799, White #FFFFFF Typography: Poppins

ABCDEFGHI..

abcdefghij..

Iconography

CONSISTENCY

HI-FI REDESIGN

HOME SCREEN

 Color Palette: I have used a color palette consisting of monochromatic harmony in blue. The primary color is 
blue with RGB (30, 87, 153) (#1E5799) and a white background, which convey professionalism and 
trustworthiness for all in the technology world. Most of the tech apps, like Telegram, Skype, LinkedIn, the App 
Store, and so on, use blue color to represent their brands.

 Typography: I'd use a clean and modern font for the card. The back of the card has a combination of Poppins 
and Itim fonts with a bold variation of the font to create a visual hierarchy. The front of the card has a font 
used in the logo.

 Layout: The front of the card has a centered layout consisting of the logo and its tagline. The back of the card 
has the director's name, QR code, contact details, and social media details. The good balance between white 
space and content is maintained to ensure readability and clarity.

I introduced a home page to serve as the user's primary entry point, complementing the existing "For You" and 
"Discover" pages and offering a central starting location for seamless navigation
 Firstly, the addition of icons for likes, comments, share, save, and follow provides users with quick and 

intuitive access to these essential actions, streamlining the interaction process. This addresses a more user-
friendly interface, promoting engagement and social interaction within the platform

 The incorporation of a modular grid layout contributes to a visually organized and aesthetically pleasing 
design. This grid system ensures a balanced arrangement of elements, enhancing the overall clarity and 
readability of the content. It helps users navigate through the information effortlessly, aligning with the 
principles of visual hierarchy and simplicity

 Inclusion of three buttons—browse, watch, and follow, offers users distinct pathways to explore content 
based on their preferences. The Browse button displays trending or recent projects, providing a dynamic and 
ever-changing selection for users. The Watch button focuses on video projects, catering to users who prefer 
multimedia content. The Following button allows users to curate their feed, showcasing projects exclusively 
from those they follow. These additions aim to cater to diverse user interests and behaviors, fostering a 
personalized and engaging experience.



Two key usability and design principles applied to the home screen design are consistency and visibility
 Consistency: To ensure a cohesive user experience, consistent design elements are maintained throughout 

the home screen. For example, the uniform use of iconography for likes, comments, share, save, and follow 
promotes predictability and ease of use. Users quickly learn to associate specific icons with particular 
actions, creating a seamless and intuitive interaction pattern

 Visibility: The modular grid layout exemplifies the visibility principle by organizing content in a structured and 
easily scannable manner. Each content element is presented with clear boundaries, promoting readability 
and reducing cognitive load. This enhances the visibility of individual items, allowing users to quickly locate 
and engage with the desired content on the home screen.

ABOUT ME PAGE

JOB PAGE

ASSETS PAGE

Updated the navigation bar with the "About Me" section
 To address the efficiency of designers with multiple skills, I added the "Create a Skills" section, which allows 

users to categorize and showcase their projects based on specific creative fields. This enhances the 
platform's flexibility and accommodates users with diverse skill sets

 Folder Creation for Project Organization: The introduction of a feature allowing users to create separate 
folders for different creative fields further aids in portfolio organization. Users can easily categorize their art, 
streamlining navigation for both themselves and potential viewers

 Enhanced Hover-over Functionality: The improvement of hover-over functionality to include essential 
information such as the number of comments, likes, and visibility numbers provides a more comprehensive 
view of the user's portfolio. This enriches the user experience by offering quick insights into the popularity and 
engagement levels of each project.


Three key usability and design principles applied to the about me screen design are
 Flexibility and Efficiency of Use: The creation of a "Create a Skills" section caters to designers with multiple 

skills, offering a flexible structure for showcasing diverse talents. This aligns with the usability principle of 
providing flexibility to accommodate users with varying needs and preferences

 Consistency and Standards: I maintained consistency by introducing a standardized format for creating skill 
folders. Users are required to fill in details for each folder, ensuring a uniform and predictable experience

 Feedback: The improved hover-over functionality, displaying comments, likes, and visibility numbers, 
provides instant feedback to users about the engagement and popularity of their projects. This helps users 
gauge the impact of their work.

Changes to the Existing Screen Content
 Distinct Buttons for Job Types: The addition of separate buttons for full-time and freelance positions 

streamlines the user's job search, providing clear pathways based on employment preferences. This 
enhances user control and freedom, allowing them to navigate directly to type of job they are interested in

 Enhanced Job Details Section: The incorporation of visual elements, like office images, icons for skills, 
locations, and more, makes the job page more attractive and also improves its informativeness. This 
adheres to the principle of visibility by presenting information in a visually engaging manner, making it 
easier for users to absorb details about each job opportunity

 Robust Search Options with Filters: The implementation of a robust search option with filters for location and 
job type improves user navigation. This enhances the principle of error prevention by minimizing the chances 
of users selecting irrelevant or incorrect job listings. The filters guide users to find specific opportunities that 
match their criteria, reducing the likelihood of errors in job selection.


Usability or Design Principle
 Visibility: The addition of visual elements, such as images and icons, to the job details section enhances 

visibility. Users can quickly and easily grasp key information about each job, contributing to a more 
engaging and informative user experience

 Consistency and Standards: The introduction of distinct buttons for full-time and freelance positions adheres 
to the principle of consistency. Users can rely on standardized buttons for their job search, ensuring a 
predictable and coherent interface.

Changes to the Existing Screen Content
 Introduction to the User-Friendly Cart System: The addition of a user-friendly cart system addresses the 

absence of a centralized place for users to manage their selected assets. This change provides a convenient 
and organized way for users to review, add, or remove items before finalizing their choices

 Clearly Visible Buttons for Returns and Order Tracking: The inclusion of clearly visible buttons for returns and 
order tracking enhances the user experience by offering easy access to important functionalities. Users can 
now efficiently initiate returns and track their orders, contributing to a more transparent and user-friendly 
asset management process

 Clear Instructions for the Return Process: To alleviate potential confusion, clear instructions and guidelines for 
the return process have been included. This addition aims to prevent user errors and streamline the return 
process, ensuring a smoother experience for users encountering issues with their assets.


Usability or Design Principles Applied
 Proximity: The placement of clearly visible buttons for returns and order tracking in close proximity to the 

user-friendly cart system adheres to the principle of proximity. By grouping related functions together, users 
can easily locate and access these essential features without unnecessary navigation, contributing to an 
efficient and intuitive user interface

 Error Prevention: The inclusion of clear instructions for the return process aligns with the usability principle of 
error prevention. By providing users with explicit guidelines, potential errors and misunderstandings during 
the return process are minimized, contributing to a more user-friendly and reliable asset management 
system.

DISCOVER PAGE

Changes to the Existing Screen Content
 Optimization of Search Page: The primary change involves optimizing the search page to eliminate redirects 

and provide a consolidated experience. By doing so, users can perform searches and view results seamlessly 
on the same page, preventing interruptions to their content discovery journey

 Inclusion of Filters on the Search Bar: The addition of filters on the search bar, specifically for likes and 
visibility, enhances the search functionality. This empowers users with the ability to refine their search results 
based on specific criteria, contributing to a more efficient and personalized content discovery process.


Usability or Design Principles Applied
 Recognition Rather Than Recall: The inclusion of filters directly on the search bar aligns with the usability 

principle of recognition rather than recall. Users are presented with visible options to filter results based on 
likes and visibility, eliminating the need for them to recall additional steps or navigate to a separate section. 
This promotes a more user-friendly and intuitive search experience

 Flexibility and Efficiency of Use: The optimization of the search page to avoid redirects contributes to the 
usability principle of flexibility and efficiency of use. Users can conduct searches and view results seamlessly 
on the same page, streamlining the content discovery process and making the platform more efficient for 
users seeking diverse content.

Thank you!!       

LOGO THINKING

  E   B

Inspirational Behance: The logo features an icon of an image and a bulb 
of light, indicating that it is intended to be used as a source of visual 
inspiration. The letters "I" and "B" stand for Behance and inspirational, 
respectively. The website Behance would visually represent its identity 
as a place where creativity grows and individuals are inspired to pursue 
their artistic hobby. It would convey the idea that Behance is more than 
just a portfolio site; instead, it serves as an opportunity for artistic 
excellence and a source of creative inspiration.

User-Centric Behance: The logo visually draws attention to the user at 
first glance, as "U" is present in the logo, and design elements like 
miniature traingles and lines are used for Behance. The user-centric 
element highlights the idea that the logo was created with the needs and 
goals of Behance’s users in mind, as well as graphically communicating 
with them. 

Trendsetting Behance: The Behance platform would visually reflect its 
identity as a leader in setting aesthetic and design trends by including 
the "trendsetting" component into the logo. It would show how Behance 
continually pushes the boundaries of innovation and uniqueness in the 
market, serving as a source of inspiration for creative professionals and 
viewers. Trendsetting and Behance are denoted by the letters "T" and 
"B" in the logo, respectively. 
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Expressive Behance: The letters E and B in the logo stand for elements  
expressive and Behance, while the lines extending from both letters  
denote speed in expressiveness. The Behance would visually reflect its  
identity as place where artists and designers may freely share 

their feelings, ideas, and stories through their work. 
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MOODBOARD


